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Fedcap

 75-year-old nonprofit

 Mission: to create opportunities for people with barriers to move toward 
economic independence as valued and contributing members of society

 Workforce Development

 Economic Development

 People, Jobs, Communities, Businesses 
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Fedcap

 Workforce Development

 Evaluation, education, vocational training, career counseling

 Job placement, post-employment support

 Economic Development 

 Unique business model supports 1,500 jobs across Northeast

 Four core businesses, $90M revenue
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Fedcap helps people break through barriers to employment

 Barriers can be, for example: 

 Physical and mental-health issues

 Educational gaps

 Conviction histories
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We tell individuals who have a conviction history:

 Be honest 

 Just the facts – and know your rights

 Accentuate the Positive:

 Focus on what you’ve done since then – school, work, accomplishments
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Direct job placements

 About half the trainees we place go to work directly for other employers

 Half come to work in one of our managed-services businesses

 “Barriers to Employment” collectively
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Fedcap Socially Responsible Outsourcing™

 “Client Workers” employed by us, on managed-services contracts

 Bridges employer fears

 Spreads and manages perceived risk 
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Managing workers with conviction histories

 Much like managing any other individuals, with or without barriers 

 No higher incidence of criminal behavior or workplace violence

 Job match is key 
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Case Study: Fedcap Client Worker A

 Murder conviction at 19

 25 years’ incarceration

 Good behavior and early release, no other convictions

 To many employers, training and work in prison wasn’t sufficient experience

 1-year anniversary with Fedcap last month
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Case Study: Fedcap Client Worker B

 History of substance abuse as youth

 Imprisoned at age 17 for seven years 

 2001:  Completed Fedcap training, hired as custodian

 2009:  Supervisor

 2011: Manager – and mentor – for 23-person team 
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